Chapter 3. Nutrient Reduction Through
Agricultural Nonpoint Source Programs
Wisconsin Agricultural Performance
Standards and Prohibitions
Wisconsin’s agricultural performance standards and prohibitions ( NR 151, etc.) identify requirements to control runoff from agricultural fields, pastures and livestock facilities http://dnr.
wi.gov/topic/nonpoint/documents/farmersneed.pdf. All farmers in Wisconsin must comply
with the requirements if cost-sharing is made available (not required for new agricultural
facilities). CAFOs must also follow additional requirements as stated in WPDES permits and
performance standard (NR 243). Farmers must demonstrate compliance to participate in
some state and local programs (such as Wisconsin’s Farmland Preservation Tax Credit) or to
obtain local and state permits (e.g., for livestock siting and manure storage facilities).
Nutrient Management Plans

Management Standard (2005) and be
prepared by a qualified planner, which may
be the farmer or a certified crop adviser. In
2018, DATCP will revise its rules to require
compliance with the Wisconsin NRCS
590 standard dated December 2015. In
addition to accounting for all N-P-K nutrients applied, and planned to be applied,
to fields over the crop rotation, the 2015
nutrient management standard includes
winter manure spreading requirements
and increased water quality protections
(see below in this Chapter for more details
regarding the changes in NRCS 590 Standard). With the upgrade in the NM standard,
DATCP will change its rules to increase the
flat rate for cost-sharing from $7 per acre
for four years (or $28 per acre) to $10 per
acre for four years ($40 per acre).

(excerpted from Wisconsin Nutrient Management Update, DATCP, November 2016)—
Nutrient management planning (NMP) is
a key practice farmers can use to reduce
excess nutrient applications to their cropland
and the water quality problems that result
from nutrient runoff to lakes, streams and
groundwater. The Wisconsin Department
of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection (DATCP) tracks farms that develop and
update their NMPs in accordance with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS) Technical Standard 590. Each year DATCP collects NMP
Checklist forms submitted by farmers, agronomists and public agency staff to update the
number of cropland acres covered by NMPs.
In 2016, Wisconsin farmers made impressive
strides toward implementing soil and water
conservation through the development of
7,128 NMPs on 2,960,872 acres, a 14 percent
increase from 2014, covering 32 percent of
Wisconsin’s 9 million cropland acres.

Farms can be required to implement nutrient
management without cost-sharing if they
are: a) causing a significant discharge; b)
regulated by local manure storage or livestock siting ordinances or by a DNR WPDES
permit; c) accepting NMP or manure storage
Through 2017, DATCP requires that NMPs cost share funds; or d) participating in the
meet the Wisconsin NRCS 590 Nutrient Farmland Preservation Program.
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Figure 5: Percent of County’s Cropland with 2016 NM Plans (Calculated from county reported acres and 2012
National Agriculture Statistics Service of WI county cropland).
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Nutrient Management Farmer Education
Grants
Each year DATCP awards funding to groups
or entities who sponsor a training course
in which farmers learn how to write their
own nutrient management plans that are
compliant with the NRCS 590 NM Standard.
The program allows applications in one of two
funding tiers. Tier 1 projects enable farmers to
become qualified to write and update their
NMPs for four years, after which the farmer
must come back through a training course to
update their skills and knowledge of nutrient
management. Tier 2 projects allow applicants to provide training on general nutrient
management principles, water quality issues
associated with improper nutrient management, soil health, etc. Tier 2 projects do not
necessarily result in development of 590
compliant nutrient management plans.
For 2017, DATCP raised the minimum awards
in each category and received 11 requests
for funding under Tier 1 and six requests for
Tier 2 funding, totaling $175,814 in requests.
DATCP will fully fund all requests. All grant
recipients must sign a contract with DATCP
which commits the project to developing
nutrient management plans meeting the
NRCS 590 Standard.
Although NR 151 implementation is a
basic element of water quality protection
related to agricultural runoff, implementation success in a particular watershed
requires outreach/education to farmers on
water quality best management practices,
building partnerships to effectively address
water quality issues and financial assistance. The following efforts represent one
or more of these elements.
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Figure 6: Nine Key Element Watershed Plan Areas

Developed by DNR
Runoff Management
Section
May 2016
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tation. Annually, DATCP
provides base funding for
County staff and landowner Figure 7: Acres and Numbers of 9 Key Element Watershed Plans
cost-sharing as long as
counties have DATCP-approved Land and Water Resource Manage- has recently adopted annual work plan
ment (LWRM) Plans. In 2017, DATCP allo- requirements that include county targets
cated $8.7 million dollars to support staff in for reducing annual sediment and nutrient
72 counties who are responsible for signing loads. Changes in LWRM planning requirecontracts to commit $5.4 million allocated for ments in 2014, combined with the new
landowner cost-sharing. LWRM plans must annual planning activities, address many of
be revised every 10 years, and are subject to the nine key elements that DNR and U.S. EPA
a five year review to evaluate county prog- look for in a high-quality watershed-based
ress regarding plan implementation. DATCP water quality management plan.
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Development/Approval of Nine Key
Element Watershed Plans
Watershed plans consistent with EPA’s
nine key elements provide an important
framework for improving water quality
in a holistic manner within a geographic
watershed, and are a typical pre-cursor to
implementation activities to reduce agricultural losses of nutrients to water. The
nine elements help assess the contributing causes and sources of nonpoint
source pollution, involve key stakeholders
and prioritize restoration and protection
strategies to address water quality problems. The first three elements characterize
and set goals to address pollution sources.
The remaining six elements determine
specific resources and criteria to implement and evaluate the plan. For agriculture NPS contribution to nutrient impairments, a typical piece of the watershed
planning process is to use modeling tools
such as SNAP+ or STEPL to assess critical
areas within the watershed where phosphorus losses to water are projected to be
the highest. These become areas of focus
for BMP promotion and implementation
under the plan. Having an approved nine
key element watershed plan is a prerequisite to accessing state funding for BMP
implementation.
The watersheds shown in Figure 6 on page
22 have DNR and EPA-approved “Nine
Key Element” watershed plans. Figure 7 on
page 23 shows the number of plans and
the total acres covered by plans as of May
2016.
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View of the Stonefeild Historic Site on the bank of the
Mississippi River, near Cassville, Wis.
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Wisconsin Discovery Farms
UW Discovery Farms, part of UW-Extension,
is working with farmers across Wisconsin
on phosphorus and nitrogen management.
Research from edge-of-field sites, evaluations
like nitrogen use efficiency, and information
sharing strategies like the farmer network are
tools that the UW Discovery Farms Program
uses in its educational programming.

efficiency (NUE) on farms at the field level; (2)
train farmers to conduct their own on-farm
evaluations of NUE; (3) allow farmers to
test their own management practices for
improvements in NUE; (4) enhance farmer
understanding of the connection between
NUE and water quality; (5) develop on
online farmer network with NUE results,
water quality information, and a forum for
Specifically, the program’s 2015 annual information exchange among participants.
winter conference brought together more This project was made possible by a USDA
than 180 farmers, crop consultants and Conservation Innovation Grant.
nitrogen and phosphorus experts. Conference presenters included farmers and UW Discovery Farms continues to work
renowned nutrient management experts within the Jersey Valley watershed (Monroe
from Wisconsin, Minnesota and Pennsyl- and Vernon Counties) and the Dry Run
vania. Attendees had the opportunity to watershed (St. Croix County), presents at
learn more about nitrogen use efficiency, numerous events, hosts more than eight
phosphorus challenges with manure in events annually and conducts water quality
no-till systems, manure application strat- research on farms to increase underegies and ways to effectively minimize standing of water quality challenges and
nutrient loss. The conference included two develop farm-specific solutions that make
farmer panels to increase farmer-to-farmer both economic and environmental sense.
information sharing. Visit the conference As the watershed projects begin to wrap up,
page to find presentations and handouts Discovery Farms is evaluating the effectivefrom the conference.
ness of its programming. Program leaders
are in the process of reviewing 50 returned
In addition, the UW Discovery Farms Nitrogen surveys and 10 key informant interviews. It
Use Efficiency Project has the potential to is clear that farmers in the watersheds value
improve soil and water resources, while the local data provided by the program and
preserving farm productivity and profit- use it as well as guidance from Discovery
ability. The project is currently working with Farms staff when making nutrient manage43 farmers on over 100 fields in 11 counties ment decisions. A journal article about the
around Wisconsin. The project has five results will be completed in the fall of 2016.
main objectives: (1) evaluate nitrogen use
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Figure 8: 2016/17 Farmer-Led Grant Participants
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Figure 9: Practices
installed using Soil
and Water Resources
Management funds in
2015, WI DATCP.
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Wisconsin Farmer-Led
Watershed Groups
Farmer-Led Watershed Groups have
emerged as an effective tool to improve
water quality by developing farmer
leadership and strong partnerships for
increased on-farm conservation. The
most mature of these groups are the St.
Croix/Red Cedar (described in Chapter
5 of this report) and Yahara Pride Farms
(described in Chapter 1) that are making
measurable progress in reducing phosphorus losses to water. Objectives of these
groups include improving water quality
through reduced phosphorus and sediment loading, increasing farmer knowledge of/engagement with water quality
issues (including adoption of conservation practices) and developing water
quality leadership among farmers in the
watershed for sustained action. In 2016,
DATCP began making grants to producer-led groups for projects that focus on
ways to prevent and reduce water quality
impacts from farming operations and
that work to increase farm participation in

these voluntary efforts (see https://datcp.
wi.gov/Pages/Programs_Services/ProducerLedProjects.aspx ). Each application
must come from a group of at least five
farmers in the same watershed, collaborating with conservation agencies, institutions or nonprofit organizations. The
maximum grant award per group is
$20,000. The list of 2016/2017 grantees
is shown in Table 3 and the locations are
found in Figure 8 on page 26.
In 2016, DATCP began sponsoring a statewide annual workshop for grant recipients
and interested partners to exchange information and promote interest in producer
led projects. At the first conference, over 70
attendees including producer-led group
members, collaborators and interested
partners shared information about cover
crop demonstration plots, low-disturbance
manure injection, the Discovery Farms
Farmer Network, and successes in producer-led efforts to date.
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State Financial Assistance
DNR and DATCP partner to provide financial support that is critical to achieving nutrient
reductions through agricultural non-point source conservation practices. In 2015, DATCP
provided over $9 million statewide to technical staff at county Land and Water Conservation Departments and to pay for support services provided by cooperators such as University of Wisconsin-Madison. County staff, with the help of cooperators, are key providers of
outreach, education and assistance to farmers in planning/funding/installing conservation
practices that protect water quality. In 2015, DNR and DATCP together provided $9.1 million
in grant funding used to cost-share conservation practices. In 2016, DATCP provided similar
levels of funding for staff and cooperators and combined with DNR to provide $9.5 million
in grant funding to cost-share conservation practices.
The following state programs are particularly focused on reducing nutrient impacts
on water quality:
Targeted Runoff Management (TRM) (DNR)
TRM grants are provided by DNR to control
nonpoint source pollution from both agricultural and urban sites. A combination of
state segregated funds, state bond revenue
and federal Section 319 grant funds may be
used to support TRM grants. The grants are
available to local units of government (typically counties) and targeted at high-priority
resource problems. TRM grants can fund
the design and construction of agricultural
and urban BMPs. In FY 2017, $3.8 million in
TRM grants were awarded by DNR to counties, with large scale projects receiving local
assistance grants to pay for staff.
Notice of Discharge (NOD) (DNR)NOD
grants are provided by DNR and DATCP to
local units of government (typically counties). A combination of state segregated
funds, state bond revenue, and federal
Section 319 grant funds may be used to
support NOD grants. The purpose of these
grants is to provide cost sharing to farmers
who are required to install agricultural best

management practices to comply with
Notice of Discharge requirements. Notices
of Discharge are issued by DNR under ch. NR
243 Wis. Adm. Code, to small and medium
animal feeding operations that pose environmental threats to state water resources.
The project funds can be used to address
an outstanding NOD or an NOD developed concurrently with the grant award.
Both state agencies work cooperatively to
administer funds set aside to make NOD
grant awards. In FY 2017, $2.4 million in NOD
grants were awarded by both agencies,
including funds to ensure that vegetated
treatment areas are effectively designed to
control runoff to surface water.
Soil & Water Resources Management
(SWRM) (DATCP)
DATCP administers the SWRM Grant Program
that supports locally-led conservation efforts.
Each year DATCP awards grants, primarily to
counties, to pay for conservation staff and
provides landowner cost sharing to implement Land and Water Resource Management
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Table 3. 2016/17 Farmer-Led Watershed Group Grantees
Name
Buffalo-Trempealeau Farmer Network-Elk
Creek
Buffalo-Trempealeau Farmer Network –
Waumandee Creek
Peninsula Pride Farms
Farmers for Lake Country
South Kinni Farmer-Led Council
Dry Run Creek Farmer-Led Council
Horse Creek Farmer-Led Council
Hay River Farmer-Led Council
Milwaukee River Watershed Clean Farm
Families
Farmers of Barron County
Farmers of Mill Creek Watershed
Farmer Led Watershed Group in Iowa
County
Yahara Pride Farms
Upper Sugar Watershed Coalition

Pecatonica Pride Farms

Watershed

Overview
Elk Creek

Understanding and improving nitrogen
application

Waumandee Creek

Reducing soil and nutrient loss through
the adoption of cover crops

Ahnapee River

Protecting groundwater

Oconomowoc River

Offer incentives to install filter strips, plant
cover crops and adopt reduced tillage
systems

South Kinnikinnic

Offer incentives and evaluate the effectiveness of conservation practices

Dry Run Creek

Offer incentives and evaluate the effectiveness of conservation practices

Horse Creek

Offer incentives and evaluate the effectiveness of conservation practices

Hay River

Offer incentives and evaluate the effectiveness of conservation practices

Milwaukee River

Improving soil health and water quality

Yellow River

Reducing nutrient and sediment loss

Mill Creek

Water quality improvement and public
outreach

Trout Creek, Mill Creek

Incentives for conservation practices,
nutrient management

Yahara River

Reducing agricultural phosphorus loss to
surface waters

Sugar River

Identify highly erodible areas to focus
conservation efforts

Pecatonica River

Farmers, landowners, community groups
working to restore all designated uses

(LWRM) Plans. Counties must receive DATCP
approval of their LWRM plans to receive
cost-sharing grants for BMP implementation. In 2017, the SWRM Program provided
counties $5.4 million in grants for landowner
cost-sharing. DATCP is also responsible for
providing local assistance grants for

county conservation staff implementing the
NPS control activities included in the LWRM
plans. DATCP’s annual staffing grant allocation,. which in 2017 approached $9 million,
supplemented by local and other sources
to support a statewide network of over 350
conservation department staff in 72 counties

Highlights of land and water conservation programs and project success stories can
be found in the Land and Water Conservation 2015 Annual Report https://datcp.wi.gov/
Documents/LandWaterAnnualReport2015.pdf
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Farmland Preservation Program
Participation and Conservation
Landowners can participate in the farmland preservation program via farmland
preservation zoning or farmland preservation agreements. Landowners whose
land is covered by a farmland preservation
zoning ordinance may be eligible to claim
an income tax credit if they meet state soil
and water conservation standards. Another
avenue for participation in the program
is a farmland preservation agreement.
Landowners sign a contract with the state
agreeing to keep their land in agricultural
use and follow state conservation standards for 15 years in exchange for a farmland preservation tax credit. Statewide,

the most recent available data for tax year
2015, shows that 13,376 landowners claimed
FPP tax credits based on their participation
in either farmland preservation agreements or farmland preservation zoning or
both. This participation accounted for 2.53
million acres of farmland. The number of
FPP claimants and the farmland acreage
over the tax years 2013, 2014 and 2015 have
remained relatively stable. Beginning with
tax year 2016, DATCP and the Department
of Revenue tightened conservation compliance requirements by requiring that landowners obtain a certificate of compliance
as a condition for claiming a tax credit.

Conservation Reserve
Enhancement Program (CREP)
CREP is a subprogram of CRP and is
administered by both USDA and the state
of Wisconsin DATCP through county land
conservation departments. Participating
landowners voluntarily establish conservation practices on environmentally sensitive agricultural land near bodies of water.
The conservation practices are intended to
decrease erosion, safeguard ground and
surface water, and restore wildlife habitat.
Enrollment is through 15-year agreements
or perpetual easements. From 2002 to June
2016, 4300 CREP contracts have resulted in
the enrollment of 46,600 acres into agricultural conservation practices, with 39,800

acres entered in 15-year agreements and
6,800 acres in perpetual easements. Federal
and state payments during this period have
totaled over $113 million. CREP installed
buffers and other practices are estimated
to return the following annual water quality
benefits: (a) buffered 1,500 miles of streams,
part of the state goal of 3,700 miles; (b)
prevented 145,000 pounds of phosphorus
deposition, part of the state goal of 610,000
pounds annually; (c) prevented 77,000
pounds of nitrogen deposition, part of a
goal of 305,000 pounds annually; and (d)
removed 71,200 tons of sediment, part of a
goal of 355,000 tons annually.
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USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) Programs
The Wisconsin NRCS programs and staff play a key role in providing technical and
financial assistance for implementing practices that reduce nutrient losses to water. The
ongoing EQIP, CSP and statewide easement programs provide base funding ($51 M in
2015) for conservation practices in every watershed. In FY 15, $2.34 M from EQIP funded
513 cover crop contracts. Through all NRCS programs in FY15, 426,436 acres had conservation practices applied to improve water quality. In addition, the following programs
are particularly focused on reducing nutrient impacts on water quality:
National Water Quality Initiative
NWQI – Through the National Water Quality
Initiative (NWQI), the Natural Resources
Conservation Service and partners work
with agricultural producers to implement voluntary conservation practices
to improve water quality in high-priority
watersheds while maintaining agricultural
productivity. NWQI is designed to help individual agricultural producers take actions
to reduce the runoff of sediment, nutrients
and pathogens into waterways where
water quality is a critical concern. The goal
is to implement conservation practices in
focused watersheds in a concentrated area
so that agriculture no longer contributes
to the impairment of water bodies within
these priority watersheds. Within NWQI
eligible producers may receive assistance
through the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) for installing on-farm
conservation practices. With coordination
through the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources and local Land Conservation Departments, two new watersheds
were approved for NWQI in 2016: Wilson
Creek in Dunn and St. Croix County and
Spring Creek in Green County.

Mississippi River Basin Healthy
Watersheds Initiative
MRBI – To improve the health of the
Mississippi River Basin, NRCS established the Mississippi River Basin Healthy
Watersheds Initiative (MRBI). Through
this Initiative, NRCS and its partners help
producers in selected watersheds in the
Mississippi River Basin voluntarily implement conservation practices that avoid,
control and trap nutrient runoff; improve
wildlife habitat; and maintain agricultural
productivity. Project work in five subwatersheds of the Rush River watershed in
Pierce County began in 2015 and in 2016
in ten subwatersheds of the Kickapoo
River watershed in Vernon, Crawford,
and Richland County. Funding through
the Environmental Quality Incentives
Program will continue through 2018. To
date, with the help of numerous partners,
$1.5 million has been obligated through
54 contracts on nearly 7,300 acres. Cover
crops, grassed waterways and animal
feedlot/pasture management are the
most utilized conservation practices.
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Regional Conservation
Partnership Program
RCPP – The Regional Conservation Partnership Program (RCPP) promotes coordination between NRCS and its partners
to deliver conservation assistance to
producers and landowners. NRCS provides
assistance to producers through partnership agreements and through program
contracts or easement agreements. Water
quality is the top resource priority for RCPP
in Wisconsin and several new projects

approved in 2015 and 2016 directly address
the concern. Projects with partners in the
Yahara River (described in Chapter 4),
Baraboo River (below), Oconomowoc River
(Chapter 4), and Milwaukee River (Chapter
5) watersheds are implementing several
strategies for reducing nutrient loading to
surface waters. In addition, riparian corridors in the Driftless Area will benefit from
improved water quality and fish and wildlife habitat from a new 2016 RCPP project
sponsored by Trout Unlimited.

RCPP Spotlight:
Baraboo River Watershed RCPP/Sauk County
Conservation, Planning and Zoning Dept.
The Baraboo River has been identified as the second greatest contributor of total
phosphorus loading to the Wisconsin River (TMDL development in progress, see
Chapter 4). The Sauk County Conservation, Planning and Zoning Department has
partnered with five other County Land and Water Conservation Departments to
improve water quality in the Baraboo River Watershed through promotion and
installation of soil and water conservation practices in high-yield locations identified through EVAAL and SWAT modeling. The process of identifying priority fields
has been completed in Sauk County. The other partnering counties have plans
to complete their priority landowner list in the future. A total of 274 priority landowners have been identified in Sauk County, meaning that 137 priority landowners
will be assisted to reach the project goal of 50 percent. To date, Sauk County has
assisted nine priority landowners. Sauk County is working to increase contacts
with priority landowners in the future. Outreach and education to promote practices has occurred through field day demonstrations focused on cover crops and
rotational grazing, nutrient management education classes and direct mailings
to priority landowners identifying available cost-share for conservation practices.
The project also includes monitoring of chemistry and biology at 10 sites in the
Baraboo River watershed to evaluate water quality status and progress.
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Wisconsin NRCS Revisions
Revision to the NRCS 590 Nutrient Management Standard
In 2015, NRCS released a revision to the 4. Prohibiting liquid manure application in
February or March on DNR Well CompensaWisconsin 590 Nutrient Management techtion Areas, or on fields with Silurian dolomite
nical standard. The 590 Standard was revised
bedrock within 5’ of the surface.
over a period of two years by a team of
technical experts on nutrient management.
The team was composed of farmers, agron- 5. Limiting manure nitrogen (N) applications
in late summer or fall using the lower
omists, DATCP and DCNR representatives,
application rate of either the current 2012
UW soil professors, and NRCS specialists. The
version of UW Pub. A2809 or 2015-590 NM
revisions to the standard greatly increased
Standard available N per acre rate for the
the protections for ground and surface
situation on sites vulnerable to N leaching
water resources. The 2015 590 standard is
high permeability (P) soils, or rock (R) soils
expected to be adopted by DATCP in 2017.
with < 20 inches to bedrock, or wet (W)
Once adopted the new standard will then be
soils with < 12 inches to apparent water
applied on a statewide basis. While the entire
table (PRW Soils). N rates of 90 or 120 lbs.
2015 Wisconsin 590 NM Standard can be
N per acre have not changed. The rates
found here, a few notable revisions include:
depend on the crop, manure dry matter,
and soil temperature.

1. Prohibiting nutrient applications within 50’ of
all direct conduits to groundwater where only
grazing and a limited amount of corn starter 6. Limiting winter manure applications when
frozen or snow-covered soils prevent
fertilizer may be applied. This change was
effective incorporation. The NM plan must
added to all direct conduits to groundwater,
limit these applications when slopes are >
not just wells. However, the 2015-590 NM Stan6 percent and if fields have concentrated
dard deletes a 200’ incorporation requirement
flow areas using 2 practices listed in the
for non-winter nutrient applications, allowing
winter application section of the 2015-590
farmers to use less erosive tillage practices.
NM Standard. These requirements do not
apply to manure deposited through winter
2. Prohibiting applications of manure within
gleaning or pastoring. Farmers will need
100’ of a non-community well which includes
more application acreage if they choose
schools, restaurants, churches, and within
these practice options as either or both of
1,000’ of a community well unless the manure
the required practices for each field: apply
is treated to reduce pathogen content.
manure in intermittent strips on no more
than 50 percent of field; reduce manure
3. Prohibiting winter nutrient applications
application rate to 3,500 gal. or 30 lbs.
within 300’ of all direct conduits to groundP2O5, whichever is less; no manure appliwater, unless manure is directly deposited by
cation within 200 feet of all concentrated
gleaning or pasturing animals. This setback
flow channels; fall tillage is on the contour
increased 100’ from the 200’ setback in the
and slopes are lower than 6%.
2005-590 Standard.
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effectively incorporated if the ground is
frozen. Farmers may need more application acreage if the field’s soil loss will be too
high with the required manure incorporation or if crops are no-tilled. A conservation plan, signed by the land operator and
approved by the county Land Conservation
Committee, will be needed for designating
winter spreading restrictions other than
those specifically listed in the standard.

7. Prohibiting manure applications to areas
locally delineated by the Land Conservation Committee as areas contributing
runoff to direct conduits to groundwater,
unless manure is substantially buried
within 24 hours of application. This provision now requires incorporation to reduce
the risk of runoff being intercepted by the
conduit to groundwater in all seasons.
Therefore, winter applications are prohibited, because the manure cannot be

Revision to the NRCS 635 Vegetated Treatment Area
The 2016 revision had two goals: (1) update
the state standard to comply with the
recently released (Sept. 2015) National
635 standard, and meet EPA’s effluent
guideline of no discharge for large CAFO’s
(>1000 animal units) and decide if/how to

develop criteria for smaller animal feeding
operations separately. The resulting design
requirements will curtail the use of vegetated treatment areas without storage, and
reduce the potential of discharges from
feedlots and feed storage areas.

Tracking and Measuring Progress
Tracking the implementation of nonpoint
source (NPS) pollution reduction practices
on the landscape is an important but often
challenging component of TMDL implementation tracking and assessment. These
challenges become even greater in the
context of point source permit compliance
programs that require NPS partnerships
such as adaptive management, water
quality trading and the multi-discharger
variance. A database system for efficiently
and effectively tracking implementation of

nonpoint source (NPS) pollution implementation practices is currently under development. The system will include a web-based
portal so external entities can easily and
efficiently submit information. Gathering
practice information in an electronic format
will then allow for sharing the information
in a map-based application, making it easy
for the public to access and visualize NPS
implementation activities. This system will
also allow for easy submittal of information
through data flows to EPA.
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